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From Face-Morphing to Speed-
Reading, the 10 Best Apps of
2014

Our ten favorite new apps of 2014 fall into two categories: apps that make our lives

more convenient and apps that make our content more creative. We’ll kick off with

creativity and conclude with convenience, in each case suggesting some features that

could make these apps even better next year.

PHHHOTO

In a Nutshell: instantly adds movement to any scene and turns it into a captivating

loop, which you can share on its own mobile social network, as a GIF in texts or

emails, or as a video on social networks like Facebook and Instagram.

Why It Made the List: It’s fun, fresh, the loops look really cool, and it’s a favorite of

music and fashion royalty.

Wishes for the New Year: an Android version, more cool filters, a strobe light mode

that pulses the flash while you shoot for even more zing, and the ability to add tunes

and beats to Phhhotos (you can practically already hear them popping off of **Katy

Perry’**s and **Diplo’**s).

SUPER

In a Nutshell: prompts users to quickly make and share square cards that are a cross

between memes, quotes, and pictures. The cards are shared on Super’s mobile social

network and are also easily shareable on other social networks (Facebook, Twitter,

Instagram, etc.).

RELATED V IDEO

Watch: Bella Hadid on Her 10-Pound Sewn-In Veil

Why It Made the List: Super rethinks expressive sharing by framing all content with

an emotionally playful punch—all Super cards start with provocative prompts like, “I

love,” “crazy,” and “stop” and let you complete the thought. It’s a super-creative

_app_roach from Twitter’s super witty cofounder, Biz Stone.

Wishes for the New Year: more attention-grabbing prompts like “Hey” (made famous

by President Obama in the most popular campaign email of all time); the old

standard re-popularized by Justin Timberlake, “Ladies and Gentlemen”; and perhaps

an “Oh No You Didn’t!”

KANVAS KEYBOARD

In a Nutshell: Kanvas lets you create custom text message drawings, and save and

easily access GIFs, memes, and stickers all from your keyboard.

Why It Made The List: Because our texts can always use a little more oomph.

Wishes for the New Year: Android version, more category options for searchable

GIFs, and more custom pen options.

HYPERLAPSE

In a Nutshell: Brought to you by Instagram, Hyperlapse lets you easily create amazing

time-lapse videos that look great due to proprietary image stabilization technology.

Why It Made The List: It’s a great way to pack an extraordinary amount of visual

information into a short video. See this Hyperlapse of _Vogue’_s old office.

Wishes for the New Year: the ability to slow down key portions of the video to focus

a viewer’s attention on one or two key moments.

TWODOTS

What It Does: It’s basically Candy Crush with less clutter. You match dots of the

same color and make them explode until you reach the color quota required to

advance to the next level.

Why It Made The List: We loved Dots, and this is its storified spawn, so we’re

naturally inclined to give it the time of day, but hopefully not all the time of day and

night. We’ve shoehorned this game into the creativity section because it seems like the

sort of activity that should be good for your brain.

Wishes for the New Year: more levels! We’re already at Level 85 and have nowhere to

go. Just kidding. What we really want are more ways to in-app purchase ourselves to

victory. How about a nuclear dot that incinerates the next five levels in one fell

swoop?

LOOKSERY

In a Nutshell: Using the front-facing camera, this app morphs your face into different

shapes and 3-D characters (like a flaming skull and a super creepy cat) and lets you

choose a filter, change your eye color, and then record a looping animated audio

video message that you can share to Facebook, Instagram, or YouTube or text to your

friends.

Why It Made The List: It’s truly addictive and instantly fills you with the childlike

energy and creativity of playing make-believe.

Wishes for the New Year: an Android version and more social features—this would be

a great social network in its own right.

SHYP

In a Nutshell: Take the stress out of shipping. Simply take a photo of the item you

want to ship, enter the destination address, choose a shipping speed/cost, and

request your pickup. You’ll get an estimate for the shipping cost, and someone (Shyp

calls them “Heroes”) will come pick up your unboxed item within 20 minutes,

package it, and send it with the best priced carrier.

Why It Made The List: It’s one of those “Why didn’t I think of that” ideas that’s

super disruptive and super convenient, especially during holiday season!

Wishes for the New Year: Android version, and more custom gift-wrapping options.

SLACK

What It Does: Slack is a chat platform that simplifies collaboration by enabling the

simple creation of group and private chat rooms, drag-and-drop document sharing,

and integrated searching.

Why It Made the List: If you’ve ever been added to an email chain involving more

than three participants who are exchanging more than two attachments and wanted

to rip your hair out trying to figure out who said what, who sent what, and how to see

and search it all, Slack solves that.

Wishes for the New Year: native note-taking functionality. Sometimes you have

thoughts that aren’t ready to share with anyone. As a workaround, you can create a

private channel for yourself called, “Ideas-Not-Safe-for-Sharing,” which sounds a lot

more exciting than it should.

SPRITZ

What It Does: Spritz is a breakthrough speed reading technology that enables you to

easily double your reading speed with no special training. As opposed to moving your

eyes across a sentence, Spritz quickly flashes words in its specially designed text box,

with the word’s optimal recognition point (ORP) highlighted in red for rapid

recognition.

Why It Made the List: You know that scene in **Jonathan Franzen’**s novel Freedom

where Patty Berglund holes herself up in the Cabin on Nameless Lake and reads War

and Peace? She could have Spritzed it in a single day.

Wishes for the New Year: a Spritz native iOS and Android app. The company has

built a webapp called Spritzlet, but on mobile, it has decided to license its technology

and API to independent developers of native apps. The results have been mixed and

sometimes very expensive. We wish Spritz would build its own native app with

universal integrations.

SPRING

In a Nutshell: On Spring, you follow the brands and shops that you love, and when

something catches your eye, you swipe to buy—and now you can simply tap your

thumb with Apple Pay.

Why It Made The List: Spring simplifies mobile shopping so much that you can

finally focus on what you want to buy without worrying about how you’re going to

buy it.

Wishes for the New Year: an Android version, more brands, more stores, more

designers, and the ability to curate your own shop.
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The 10 Best Art Exhibitions of
2014
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“Chris Ofili: Night and Day” at the New Museum was a gesamtkunstwerk of a
show, filling the entire museum. On the second floor, his notorious painting
The Holy Virgin Mary and other perfectly selected works from the nineties
lean against the wall on balls of elephant dung. Two floors above, new works
(my favorites here are Lime Bar and The Healer) mesmerize viewers with
their fluid colors and sometimes nightmarish figures. These are hung low on
walls that have been painted, at Ofili’s direction, to reproduce the floral
designs that he remembered seeing in the convent of the 1947 film classic
Black Narcissus. The whole show, curated by Massimiliano Gioni, is a vivid
experience, and there’s still time to see it.

Through January 25
Afronirvana, Chris Ofili, 2002; Photo: Courtesy of David Zwirner, New York/London

This year, there were too many great exhibitions for one list, so I’m limiting myself to

museum shows—with one very notable exception.
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2014 Was a Landmark Year for
Women in Rap

Photographed by Matthew Kristall, Vogue, December 2014

**Nicki Minaj’**s debut album, released in 2010, was a hip-hop game-changer: Pink

Friday had the second-highest first-week sales for a female rapper after 1998’s The

Miseducation of Lauryn Hill, spent the most weeks of any album by a woman in rap

on the Top 10 of the Billboard charts, and its single, "Super Bass," sold more than

four million digital copies, a first for a woman in hip-hop. If Minaj flew the flag for the

commercial and artistic viability of female rappers in such a major way, could this help

spawn a new generation of young talents to bust through, too? Four years later, it’s

now started to feel like the answer to that question is a resounding yes—a recent

heated debate between Iggy Azalea and Azealia Banks can't overshadow the fact that a

diverse array of women in rap have hit hard in 2014, including Minaj again. Just last

week, she released her third studio album, The Pinkprint, to earth-shattering success.

Here, a primer on some of the women who are having remarkable years in rap.

AZEALIA BANKSAZEALIA BANKS

With her viral sensation of a single “212” in 2011, Banks was one the first women in

rap to break through after Minaj’s success. But when controversy and label disputes

kept her debut album shelved, it started to feel like she would never make do on the

promise of her obvious talents. No longer: After effectively freeing herself from

Interscope records in July, Banks finally released Broke With Expensive Taste at the

top of November and the album has been a critical and commercial hit, proving she

has had what it takes to be a major figure in hip-hop all along.
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Tink, Jay Z & Rick Ross
Moving Bass (OG Version)

Tink, Jay Z and Rick Ross, “Moving Bass” (produced by Timbaland)

Tink is a young rapper (nineteen!) from Chicago who started bubbling back in 2013

as a local player in the city’s burgeoning rap scene. But next year, 2015, is the one that

looks to be her real moment. She’s working with production legend Timbaland on

her debut album, and the few scraps that have emerged, like a track in which she

holds her own trading lyrics with Jay Z, have shown that she’s a true star in the

making. “You can't believe somebody at nineteen got it. We don't see that no more,”

says Timbaland. “The last person we saw [like her] was Drake."

IGGY AZALEAIGGY AZALEA

Feuds with other rappers aside, few people have had as good a year in not just rap,

but all of pop, as Iggy Azalea. “Fancy” made her the female rapper with the longest-

running number one single on the Billboard charts in history and helped her debut

album, The New Classic, hit number three on the charts (the highest position for a

female rapper since Nicki Minaj’s 2012 album Pink Friday: Roman Reloaded). She’s

followed that up with a popular duet with Rita Ora on “Black Widow” and a

Saturday Night Live performance. Demand has been so high for Azalea this year, in

fact, that she reissued that album just seven months after its release as Reclassified on

November 24, with five additional bonus tracks.

REMY MAREMY MA

DJ Khaled feat. Remy Ma, “They Don’t Love You No More”

A year after putting out her debut album, Remy Ma’s career was just starting to take

off when a shooting outside of a New York nightclub in 2007 led to an eight-year jail

sentence for the rapper, now 34. In the summer of 2014, she was released and wasted

no time jumping on a number of tracks, including one from hip-hop heavyweight DJ

Khaled. After gaining her freedom, she’s happy to find this year to be a climate where

women are flourishing in rap. “I think each one of us has something that sets us apart

from each other. I think each person as an individual brings something different to the

game,” she says. “It’s a great thing when we’re able to come together and do

something as a team, as opposed to at each others’ throat and trying to bring each

other down.”

DEJ LOAFDEJ LOAF

Dej Loaf, “Try Me”

Dej Loaf capped this year’s runaway success of her single “Try Me” (which has racked

up some 19 million listens on Soundcloud and made it all the way to number 46 on

the Billboard Hot 100 charts) by signing with Columbia Records and starting work on

her debut album. At 23, she’s one of the most promising young rappers, male or

female, to ever come from Detroit, and is fighting for the fate of female rap by

bolstering her own bona fides. “Female rap isn’t where it should be, because they box

it up, label it, call it ‘female rap.’ It’s just music, don’t put female rap in no box,” she

says. “We’re all human at the end of the day. I’m just Dej Loaf and the world is going

to hear me.”
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Azealia Banks - Chasing Time (O4cial)
Watch later Share

Iggy Azalea - Black Widow ft. Rita Ora (O4cial Music Vid…
Watch later Share
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